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We cc;lsider a two-dimensional diffusion process Z(t) = [Z, (t ) , Z,(t \1 that lives in the half strip 
(0 s ZI < 1, 0 < Zz < a}. On the interior of this state space, Z hehaves’hke a sta,ldat-ci Brownian 
motion (independent components with zero drift and unit variance), end there is instantaneous 
reflection at the boundary. The reflection is in a direction normal to the boundary at Z, = 1 and 
Zll = 0, but at Z, = 0 the reflection is at an angle 8 below the normal (0 < 8 < in). This process 
Z is shown to arise as the diffusion limit of a certain tandem storage or queuing system. It is 
shown that Z(t) has a nondefective limit distribution F as t --CO, and the marginal drstributions 
of F are computed explicitly. The marginal limit distribution for Z, is uniform (this result is 
essentially trivial), but that for Z? is much more complicated. 
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1. Introduction and summary 
This paper is concerned with approximate analysis of a certain discrete-time 
storage process. The physical system giving rise to this two-dimensional process is 
pictured in Figure 1 below. It consists of a buffer (or dam or reservoir) having finite 
capacity 6, followed by another buffer having infinite capacity. We denote b: S,’ 
and Sf the contents of the finite buffer and the infinite buffer respectively at time 
t=o, l,.... Imposing very particular assumptions on the input process to the first 
buffer, the transfer process between buffers, and the output prozess from the second 
butter, we study here the approxirn;te behavior of the storage process S, = (S,‘, Sf i 
as hTm. To be more specific, let UC, defne a continuous-time process S*(r) = 
IS’;” (t 1, S: (t )] by setting 
for t HO, where [s] denotes the integer part of x (the largest integer less than or 
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equal to x). There is a two-dimensional diffusion process 2 such that S* converges 
weakly to 2 as b + 00, and we would like to determine the steady-state behavior 
of z. 
mean potential input per period = A 
variance of potential input per period = 1 
buffer or reservoir of finite capacity b 
mean potential transfer per period = A 
variance of potential transfer per period : 
buffer or reservoir of infinite capacity 
mean potential output per period = A 
variance of potential output per period = uL 
Fig. 1. The storage system under study. 
In Section 2 we define precisely the discrete-time storage process S, explaining 
how it is constructed from a given input sequence, transfer sequence and output 
sequence. The ditllusion limit Z is then defined and characterized in Section 3. 
Weak convergence of S* to Z is implied by a general result of Wenocur’s [7]. SO 
we shall not give a formal proof. By emphasizing parallels in the definitions of S 
and Z, however, we hope to make the convergence result more than plausible. 
The diffusion limit Z(t) = [Z,(t), Z2(f)] lives in the semi-infinite strip Z pictured 
in Figure 2 below. We use the letters x and y to denote elements of the strip 2. 
When it is necessary to speak of individual components, we write x’ = (s l, .uz) and 
s = (Q. ,Y? 1. On the, interior of its state space, Z behaves like a two-dimensional 
standard Brownian motion (independent components with zero mean and unit 
Lvariance). At the boundary, Z reflects instantaneously. On the sides Z1 = 1 and 
Z2 --= 0 WC have what is called normal reflection. On the side Z, = 0 there is oblique 
rt+ction in the direction pictured in Figure 2, where n = 1 /C and q2 is the variance 
Farameter introduced in Figure 1. The precise meaning of this boundary behavior 
will be explained in Section 3. In Section 4 it will be shown that P(Z(t ) s y) -+F(y 1 
as f -9 ,a?, where I’ is a nondefective distribution on the strip L’, and this limit 
ciistribution MM- steady-state distribution) will be shown to satisfy a certain adjoint 
rc’lation. IJsing this adjoint relation and Wiener-Hopf techniques, we calculate The 
m.lrginal distributions of F in Section 5. 
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Fig. 2. State space E and angles of reflection for the diffusion limit Z. 
The marginal steady-state distribution of 21 is uniform, which follows immedi- 
ately from the fact that Z1 is a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion con- 
s>:rained to [O, l] by reflecting barriers. But the marginal steady-state distribution 
Jf 21, 
is much more complex. Let 
(1.2) 
I4 20 , (1.3) 
r( - ) is the standard gamma function 
J 
00 
r(s)= e ‘t’ ’ dt, s>O. 
0 
It will be shown that cp( 14 ) is a probability density function on (U,OO) with mean 
l/a, and that this distribution dt;cribes the asymptotic behavior of a certain 
increasing process associated with the boundary Z1 = 0. Our main result is the 
following. 
From Theorem 1.4 it follows that the steady-state marginal distribution G has 
Laplace transform 
J 
X 
e “‘G(d[) = (a/a) 
0 
(1.5) 
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Using (LS), one can calculate the mean of G in terms of the tabulated digamma 
and trigamma functions, cf. Chapter 6 of Abramowitz and Stegun [l]. Also, from 
(1.3), we see that p(u) -exp(-8u) as u -j 00, and hence from (1.4) 
An intriguing aspect of (1.6) is that the tail of G remains relatively fat even as 
8 &, which presumably corresponds to the case where 2 is instantaneously 
displaced to the origin whenever the boundary Zl= 0 is hit (see Figure 2 and the 
construction of 2 in Section 3). 
2. Comtruction of the storage process 
Taken as primitive are three mutually independent IID sequences denoted by 
(u:)}, {u:} and {uf> for t = 1,2,. . . . We call uy the input variable, u t’ the transfer 
variable and u f the output variable respectively for period t. (Period t extends from 
time t - 1 to time t.) As shown in Figure 1, we assume throughout that 
E(zc:‘)=E(u:)=E(Mf)~h, (2.1) 
Var(r4 ) ) = 0, (2.2) 
whlile 14:’ and & both have positive variance. Paraphrasing (2.1) and (2.21, we say 
that ours is a balanced storage system with deterministic transfer betwei:n the two 
buffers. As a convenient normalization we can assume that Var(u:‘) =T: 1, and then 
we set I~2 = Var!u f ). These notational conventions are also displayed. in Figure 1. 
For simplicity we take S:, = Si = 0, meaning that both buffers are initially empty. 
The content process for the finite buffer is now defined inductively by 
for t -= 1 3 , u. . . . . This is of course the standard construction for the content process 
of a finite dam in discrete time [6]. Actual input to the dam during period I may 
be less than the full potential input 14: because of the capacity restriction, and 
actual output may similarly be less than tht: full potential output 14,’ because of the 
rc\triction Sl 2 0. Defining 
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and 
y: =[s:-, +x:1-, (2.6) 
we observe that yy represents lost potential input to the finite kfEer during period 
t, and yf represents lost potential output from the finite buffer, which amounts to 
lost potential transfer between the two buffers pictured in Figure 1. That is, actual 
input to the finite buffer during period t is up - y:, actual transfer between the two 
buffers during period t is u ,’ - y:, and (2.3) is equivalent to (2.4)--(2.(i) plus 
s: =s:_, +x: +y! -yj’, (2.7 j 
fort=1,2,.... Having established that the acutal input to the infinite buffer during 
period t is u,’ -y:, we can define the content process for the infinite buffer 
inductively by setting 
1-u; -p; -uf ifs;_, Au: -y; -uz MI, 
otherwise, 
12.8) 
for t = 1,2,. . . . Defining 
2 1 2 
xt =uf -ut, (2.9) 
y; =[Sf 1 +x; -y:] , (2.10) 
we see that yf represents lost potential output from the infinite buffer during period 
L That is, actual output during period t is r& -& and (2.8) is equivalent to 
(2.9)-(2.10) plus 
Sf=Sf l+.&--y~+y~ ft)rt=l,2, . . . (2.11) 
To derive an equivalent and very useful characterization of the storage process 
S, let us define the cumulative quantities 
Xf =.x~+~..+x~ fort=O,l,... andk=l,2, 2.12) 
,k 
L =rf +. ’ *+,‘,” for = 1, 2, . . . and k = 0, ‘1,2, (2,13) 
with Xf; = Yft = 0. By summing (2.7) and (2.11) owr periods 1, . . . , t we have 
s: =x: + Y; - Y:', (2.14) 
S; _,y; + Y’ .- Y,‘, (2.15) 
forr=O,l,.... By construction we have 
0ss,‘~b and Sf 30 for t - 0, 1, . . . (2.16, 
and one can easily verify that 
s:il u: =(b-S,‘)i#‘=SQYf=O forf=1,2,..., (2.17) 
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= Yf YF 1 =yf. Obviously (2.16) and (2.17) together reqluire that 
AU: = 0 except when S,’ := 0, that il Y:’ = 0 except when S: = 6, and that dYf = 0 
except when S: = 0. 
We now define the normalized continuous-time storage process S*(t) = 
[ST(t), ST] by applying to S the transformation (1.1) In a similar vein, let X*(t) = 
[XT (t), Xf (I)] and Y*(f) = [ Yc (t), YT (I), Yg (t)] be defined by 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
for t 30. Obviously X* is right-continuous wi:h left-hand limits (RCLL), and from 
(2.7), (2.111, and (2.14)--(2.17) it follows that Y* and S* have the following 
properties: 
Y z is RCLL and nondecreasing with Y z (0) = 0 (k = 0, 1,2), (2.20) 
S:(r)=X’::(t)+ Y:'(f)- Y:(t), 
1 
S!(II=XT(~)+ Y:(r)-nYT(r) wherea =--, 
(T 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
for al! t -2 0, where the integrals in (2.24) are defined path-by-path in the Lebesguc- 
Stieltjes sense. (These integrals do not exist in the Riemann-S,tieltjes sense because, 
for ctxample, St and Y f jump simultaneously.) 
We have arrived at (2.20)--(2.24) as characterizations of processes constructed 
previously, but these relationships can actually be used to &$N Y* and S* in 
terms of X*. That is, with X* defined in terms of the primitive sequences {II:} via 
(2.41, (2.9). (2.12) and (2.18), there exists a mique pair of processes (Y*, S*:) that 
jointly satisfy I 2.20)-(2.X). Thus (i., 7 30)~(2.24) implicitly define an operator which 
maps X* into ( Y”, S*). In the next section we use relationships analogous to 
G.201-(2.24) to define a pair of processes (U, Z) in terms of a two-dimensional 
s!andard Rrownian motion M/‘. Donsker’s Theorem [2] tells us that X* converges 
weakly to W as h -+ X, and then the continuous mapping theorem [2] can be used 
to show that 
whc-e 3 denotes weat; convergence in a seven-fold product space. We shall not 
go further into the convtqence argument here, referring the interested reader to 
Wenocur [7]. Tht remainder of this paper is dt:voted to construction and characteriz- 
ation of the diffusion limit Z. 
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3. The limiting diffusion process 
Let W(t) = [W,(t), W&)] be a two-dimensional standard 
263 
Brownian motion 
(independent components with zero shift and unit variance). Defining a = l/a as 
in (2.22), we wish to construct processes U(t) =[&(t), c/,(f), &(t)] and Z(r) = 
[Z,(t), Z!(f)] which jointly satisfy 
for t 22 0. 
U, is continuous and nondecreasing with Crk (0) = 0 (k = 0, 1,2’, (3.1) 
Xl(f) = W,(r) + UlW - UdO, (3.2) 
&(r) = wl(f)+ Uz!r)-a&(f), (3.3) 
[I~&(~)=- 1 and &(tpO, (3.4, 
L 
f 
B &(s)dUl(s)=J ‘[I-&(s)]dLl,,(s)= 
I 
I 
&(s ) d U;](s ) = 0 (3.5) 
0 0 0 
Condition (3.4) says that 2 lives within the semi-infinite strip E pictured 
in Figure 2. Obviously (3.5) requires that U1 increase only when Z1 = 0, that U,, 
increase only when 2, = 1, and that h/? increase only when & = 0. Conditions (3.2 I 
and (3.3) determine the direction in which Z is driven upon hitting the boundary 
of 2. On each of the three boundary surfaces we have reflection in the (constant) 
direction pictured in Figure 2 above. 
For each (contirmous) sample path W there is in fact a unique pair of sample 
paths (U, 2) satisfying (3.1)-(3.S). The argument goes as follows. If we delete all 
mention of UZ and Z-, in (3.1)-(.3.5), the remaining conditions are those which 
define Z1 as a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion restricted to [(A l] by 
reflecting barriers; U, and U. are increasing processes ilocal time processes) 
associated with the lower boundary and upper boundary respectively. For a con- 
struction of U,, and CI, in terms of WI, see [S, Section S]. With c/O and 1[A 
determined, one may argue as in 13, Section 21 that the remaining requirt ,lents 
of (3.1 )-(X5) are uniquely satisfiecd by taking 
I’hi\ construction of ( I;, Zl fro1 \+ b valid for any st;trting statct N’(O) = (s,. -q 1 t 2’. 
Holding { W (t ) - W(O 1, t a 0) fixed, it can be verified that 
& (r ) and 25( t ) are nondecreasing functions 
of both x1 and _Y: for all t 3 0. 
0.7; 
Using an argument like that in [3, Section 21, it folloVlvs that L is a Markov process, 
and we shall denote by P, ( - ) the aistl*ibution on the path space of Z corresponding 
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toi initial state Z(0) = W(0) =_x. From (3.6) we have that 
&x, JJ ) = &(2(t) s y } is nonincreasing in both 
xlandx2forallt~Oandy~2. 
(3.8) 
The process U satisfying (3.1)-(3.5) is nonanticipating with respect to W. Thus 
2 is a continuous semimartingale, using the filtration generated by W, and we can 
develop its analytical theory using the multidimensional Ito Formula. For functions 
f : 8g2 + R that are twice continuously differentiable, we define the differential 
operators 
Defining the b@undary surfaces 
we observe that Dkf is the directional derivative of f in the direction of reflection 
associated with & (see Figure 2). The following proposition is virtually identical 
to Theorem 2 of [3], so we shall not prove it. 
Proposition 3.9. If f : W’ -+ 138 is twice cor~tinfmdy diferentiahle, therl, for 011 Aclrzd 
t HO, 
e”‘ftZ(f)) = f(ZW)!+ i I 
I 
eA5 
a 
k4 0 
--f(Zcs,, dW(.s) 
k 
! 
+ e”‘(A +iA)ftZ(~)) d.q 
1 
eA‘Dkf(Z(s )) dUk (s). 
Proof. Sot A T: 0 and ELI- !, .Q! =X l in Proposition 3.1). Then (A + Uf = 0, -D,jf = 
D,f -- 1, and Lhf y 0. fi4oreover. the Ito mtegrals have ztfr-o expectation, becatise 
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their integrands are bounded. Thus, taking EX of both sides, we obtain 
E,[Z&)] =x1 +E,[U,(r)l-E,[Lro(t)l* (3.11) 
Similarly, by taking A = 0 and f(x) = x2, we have 
K[Z2Wl =x2 - aE,[Ul(f)l+E,CUz(t)l, (3.12) 
and the choice A = 0 and f(x ) = (x l)2 yields 
[I 
I 
EX{[Zl(f)]z} = (X1j2 + t - 2E, ZM d&,(s) 
0 1 
(3.13) 
For the laster equality in (3.12), we use the fact that UC1 increases only when Z1 = 1, 
and U1 increases only when 21 = 0, by (3.5). Dividing both (3.21) and (3.13) by c 
and letting t --) 00, we obtain Ex [ u,(t)] - SC and EX [ Ul( E)] - it as desired, because 
Z*(t) is bounded. If it can be shown that 
+,[Z,(r)}- 0 asr -) q (3.14) 
the proof will be completed by dividing (3.11) by t and letting t 3 00. To establish 
(3.14), first observe that (3.6) implies 
&(t)s sup [1-W&)]+ + sup [al/,(s)] 
()~-.~<.I 0’.S’ t 
z= al-l(t) + sup [--WzLs)]’ 
OS:;*- [ 
(3.15) 
and hence (3.3) gives 
Z&K 1&(t)+ sup [-t&(s)]‘. 
o%-s’:I 
(3.16) 
Taking E, of both sides in (3.16), dividing by f and letting i --) CC-I gives (3.14,, thus 
completing the proof. 
Proposition 3.17. Let A > 0, C-Y e (0, &T) urrd p > 0 be constants, kt f(x I= 
cos(cw(1 -x,))exp(&), clnd J&e M(l) =exp~ht)f(Z~!)), t H. If he constmts A, 
cr. p sirnriltaneorrsly sutisjj 
h+~(p2-a”)=0, (3.18) 
cy sin cy - q3 cos cy = 0, (3.19) 
then the stopped process (M ft h T), f -y Oj is n supermartingcrle, where 
T = inf{r 2 0: Z,(t) = 0). (3.20) 
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Remark. The stopped process is in fact a martingale, but we shall only need the 
weaker property, and it is sligh’ly easier to prove. 
Proof. First observe that 
&f( 1, x2) = 0, (3.21) 
regardless of how A, CY and /3 are chosen, and that (3.18) and (3.19) imply 
(A +:h)f(xl, x2) = 0 (3.22) 
and 
D,f(0, X2) = 0 (3.23) 
respectively. Combining (3X)-(3.23) with the fact that &(T) = 0, we see that all 
terms on the right side of (3.9) except for the Ito integrals are zero, provided t 6 T. 
Thus (M(t A T)} is a local martingale. But f is a positive function, hence A4 is a 
positive process, and a positive local martingale is a supermartingale (Fatou’s 
Lemma). This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.24. E, ( T) < 00 fur all x E C, where (3.20) defines T. 
Proof. First we show that there exist constants A > 0, cy E (0, &T) and p > 0 satisfying 
(3.18) and (3.19). Obviously (3.19) is equivalent to 
p = f tan CY. 
Substituting this into (3.19), we arrive at the requirement that 
&tu)&(l -a ‘tan’fl)=2A . 
(3.25) 
(3.26, 
It can be verified that 4(O) = 0, (b’(0) > 0, and &(a I-+ --a as a t In, so there exists 
ay E (0, OTT) satisfying (3.26) if A > 0 is chosen small enough. Choosing p according 
to (3.251, we then have a triple (A, a, p> satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 
(3.17). Thus M(r A T) IS a supermartingale. meaning that E,[M(C))] 2 E[M(r A T)], 
which is equivalent to 
f (x ) 2 E, [e *I” “‘f(Z(t A 73)]2 E,[e*“‘.“] COW. 
Letting t t% in (X2”/\ gives 
(3.27) 
which of course implies E, t T 1%: s as desired. 
4. The analytical problem 
Hereafter it will be assumed that W’(O) -= Z(O) = 0, and the symbols PC . 1 and 
Ef . I will bc understood to mean P,,( - I and Etr( - ) respectively. Similarly. recalling 
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the notation aF’t(~, y ) = P,{Z(f ) S y }, let us agree to write 
F,(y)~P(Z(~)ry)=F,(O,~). (4.1) 
Because the origin is the least element of our strip C (under the usual partial 
ordering), it follows from the monotonicity property (3.8) that Z(t) is stochastically 
increasing in t, meaning that Ft (y ) is a nonincreasing function of t for each y E C. 
Consequently, 
F(y) = !JTJ K(y) (4.2) 
exists, and it follows from Proposition (3.24) that F must furthermore be a nondefec- 
tive distribution function. Our cbjective is to compute the marginal distribution 
G(~)=F(l,~)=limP{Z&)~~}, 520. (4.3) I’oc\ 
Incidentally, there is an elegant coupling argument which shows that &ix-, y j +F(y ) 
as I + 00 for all starting states x E X, but we shall have no need for this fact. (The 
key observation is that if two sample paths of W have different starting states but 
identical ilycrements, then the corresponding paths of 2 will intersect at some finite 
time T and be identical thereafter.) 
We now want to derive an analytical characterization of the steady-state distribu- 
tion F. A useful first step is to define the functions 
2 r 
H,(u ) = ;E 
[I 
1{z,,c,- lo dUd.y) , 
I 
t ~0. (4.4 1 
II 
Obviously, H,( ~1 is increasing with H,(a) = 2E[UI (f )3/t, which one can easily show 
to be finite. Proposition (3.10) shows that H,(a) + 1 as t + CO. 
Proposition 4.5. If, =+ H as t -+ 00, where H is a distribution function OIZ [O, a) 
I 
_x 
(1 
rlH(dzr)= *[I -H(~jjclll =i. 
I 0 
Fwtll emtow, 
G(~J=LI ([l-Hm]du 
I 0 
Proof. It will be useful to define the distribution functions 
(4.7) 
Let CY > 0 be arbitrary, put into (3.9) the test function f& x2) = exp(-cw), and 
take Ef . I of both sides, The Ito integrals have zero expectation (integrands are 
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bounded), &f = 0, D, f = aaf, Dzf(xl, 0) = -a, and Af = cy *f, so we have 
[J 
I 
+aaE e-“z2”‘dU1(S) -cxE[U2(0]. 
0 1 (4.9) 
Set G F (a ) = jro,ml e “‘G,(d& and let other Laplace transforms be denoted similarly. 
Since G, 3 G, the continuity theorem gives 
1 1 
YE [I 1 f 0 e rrz~‘s’ ds = T E[e- n%l(s)] ds 1 J 0 
1 r 
=- 
I 
GT(a)ds-,G*k) asr+m. 
t 0 
Of course 
by (3.1 O), and a monotone class argument gives 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Dividing (4.9) through by t, letting t -+m, and using (4.1 (N-(4.13), we obtain 
HF (CU) -+ 1 -~yG*(cy )/a as f + ~10. Thus H t =+ N, where H is an increasing function 
whose Laplace transform is related to that of G via 
G*(cy ) = f[ 1 - H”(v ,]. (4.13) 
Since G is a distribution function it follows from (4.13 1 that H is also a distribution 
function with mean given by (4.6). Finally, (4.13) is the tra.nsk)rm version of (4.71, 
so the proof is complete. 
For the next prqxktion, MY want to insert in the formuI;~ of Proposition 2.9 tes: 
functions f : 2’ -+ R such th:tt 
f’ is twice continuously diffcrcntiahlc, with \wundtA first and 
second-order partials on 2, and D,,f( 1, x2) = Df’(x I, 0) = 0. 
(4.141 
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Proof. Set A = 0 in (3.9) and take E( l ) of both sides. The Ito integrals have zero 
expectation (bounded integrands), and &f( 1, ~2) = D&X 1, 0) = 0 by hiypothesis, 
so we obtain t 
~CfcwNl =f(O) +E [I $Af(Z(s)> ds 0 3 [J 
t 
+E W(z(s)) dK(S 1 
0 I 
=f(Oj-t$ t 
J [I 
Af(x)F,(dx) +$t 1 J W(O, uMkW. 0 I; [O,m, 
(4.17) 
Recall that Ft +F and Ht 3 H as t + 00. Using the boundedness and continuity 
assumptions of (4.14), we can then divide (4.17) by t and let t --) 00 to obtain (4.16), 
completing the proof. 
It will be seen shortly that Proposition 4.15 is sufficient for the determination 
of H, so we will not prove more. There may be some value, however, in stating a 
more general form of Proposition 4.15 that treats the three boundary surfaces 
of E symmetrically. Let f be a test function satisfying all the requirements of (4.14) 
except that its normal derivatives along Co and C2 are arbitrary. It can be slhown that 
0 = 
J 
iAj(x )F(dx) + i: J D&X b/c (dx ),E k-0 1 
where v(), u1 and uZ are finite, positive measures satisfying (defined by) 
Since vk concentrates all of its mass on Ck by (3.5), we can rewrite (4.18) as 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
and (3.10) shows that vo(Co) = Y&) z 1 and I/~(&) = icr. Obvious!y, Propositio:l 
4.15 specializes (4.20) to test functions c of the class (4.14), with H(rc I = 2v$3, u 1. 
For more on adjoint relations like (4.20) see 14, Section 93. 
5. The steady-state distribution 
By putting a well chosen test function f into the adjoint relation from Proposition 
4.15, we can determine the steady-state boundary distribution H defined by 
(4.4)~(4.5 ). Let 
(5.1) 
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q5-(2)~ e I ?Y(du ), Im(z ) 2 0, (5.2) [O,=JJ 
Proposition 5.3. 4 + and C$ - are bounded, analytic in the upper half-plane and 
lower-half plane respectively, and satisfy 
4 w a coshz -isinhz -= 
6+(z) a coshz +isinhz 
for z real. 
Proof. The boundedness and analyticity follow immediately from the definitions 
(5.1), (5.2). To prove (5.4), let z E R be arbitrary and define 
(5.4) 
It is easy to verify that f satisfies all the restrictions of (4.14), plus Af = 0, so (4.15) 
gves us 
(5.5) 
(This is actually a pair of identities, one for the real part of D1 f and one for the 
imaginary part, but we shall continue to use the efficient notation of complex 
variables.) Now direct computation gives 
-2 sinh z cash irrr -&z cash z sinh izzr 
= --A; [(sinh z + ai cash z ) e”” + (sinh z -- lri cash z 1 e ‘.‘I’ ]
1. 
= ZlZ [(a cash z t i sinh z ) e i’r’ _- (II cash z -i sinh z ) ~‘“‘1. 
(5.6) 
Substituting (5.6) into (5.5) ,snd dividing in the obvious way gives the desired 
identity (5.4). 
It will be shown shortly that Proposition 5.3 actually gives a miqutJ characteriz- 
ation of (b ’ and C$ . Anticipating the eventual sslution. let 
(5.7) 
where p is defined by ( 1.3 1. Using the change of variable L‘ = exp( -TTTII 1, one finds 
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that 
eiZU e--fh4(l _ e-““)-2”/” du 
= ’ (1-v)“-‘v”-&du 
1 
(l-u)“-‘UP-‘de,~-B(cr,p), 
?r 
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where (Y = (n-28)/~, ~3 = (8 - iz)/n and B( -, .) is the beta function. Using the 
identity B(cu, p) =r(a)T(P)/r(cr +p), we can express (5.9) in the final form 
Similar calculations give 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Using the identity T(a)r(l --a) = n/sin(Ta), we divide (5.11) by (5.10) to obtain 
# -(z) sin@ - iz) 
-= 
Q++(Z) sin@ +iz)’ 
(5.12, 
Expanding the sines on the right side of (5.12), we find that (5.4) holds with ($ ‘-, $ 1 
in place of (@, C$ -). Furthermore, p is positive and integrable on (0, Q, so (JI-‘, $ 1 
have al! the properties ascribed to (& 4-) in Proposition 5.3. 
Proposition 5.13. #‘(z)=c@(z), where c is defined by (1.2). Thus H(du)= 
q(u) du. 
Proof. Let k(z)=qV(z)/$+(z) for Im(z120, k(z)=+(~)/@ jt) for Im(z)<O. 
These two definitions agree for real z because (4 ‘, 4 -) and (& ‘, qG’-) both satisfy 
(5.4). Recall that the r funcf,ion has no zeros, and its singularities are poles Jn the 
negative real axis, cf. Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1,&l .3]. From this and the analytic- 
ity of 4 ‘, C#I -, I+!? ‘, $ on their respeL tive half planes, it follows that k (2) is an 
entire function of z. Further, 
as/.+W,~ i -a - n or -b -- It (n = 0, 1. . . . ), cf. Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1,6.1.41. 
From (5.10) and (5.11) we then have 
I$+(z )I 2 y/z I1 -2H’7T as12 /+ q Im(t ) 2 0, (5.15) 
1$^(2)lZq(Z11 ‘o’n. as IL- I-+ a, Im!z) s 0, (5.16) 
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for some constant y > 0. Since C$ + and 4 are bounded in their respective half- 
planes, it follows that 
(5.17) 
for some constant A > 0. Since 0 < 1-28/7~~ 1, it follows from (5.17) and 
Liouville’s Theorem that such an entire function k (t ) is a constant. So 4’(z) = 
c& ‘(z ) for some c > 0. Of course 4 “(0) = 1 by definition (4’ is the characteristic 
function of a probability distribution), so it must be that c = l/@(O), so (5.10) 
shows that c is given by (1.2) as claimed. This proves the first statement of the 
proposition, and the second follows from the continuity theorem for characteristic 
functions. 
The preceding argument gives no hint of the means originally used to calculate 
p, which was roughly the following. First the right side of (5.4) was factored into 
products of zeros, using the Hadamard product formulas for the numerator and 
denominator individually. The individual factors were allocated to (I/’ and $ so 
as to insure analyticity in the upper half-plane and lower half-plane respectively, 
and then the Euler product for r was used to obtain (5.10) and (5.11). Finally, a 
partial fraction decomposition and sum revealed that rc/ ’ is the characteristic function 
of the density p defined by (1.3). 
To obtain the final formula for G stated earlier as Theorem ( 1.4), one simply 
combines (5.13) and (4.7). The equivalent Laplace transform solution ( 1.5) is 
obtained by combining (4.131, (5.13) and (5.10). 
6. Another approach to the key transform relation 
Our starting point in the previous section was equation (5.4), connecting 4 ‘(2 1 
and d (z 1. To conclude the paper, we give an alternative, heuristic derivation of 
the key transform relation (5.4). This derivation would be difficult to make rigorous, 
but it helps one develop an intuition for the diffusion process under study. 
Consider a two-dimensional process (X(r), Y (t 1, t Z= 0) that lives in the infinite 
strip iYl< 1, pictured in Figure 3. On the interior of this strip, the process (X, Y 1 
behaves like standard Brownian motion, and it jumps upon hitting the boundary. 
If the boundary is hit at a point (_I-, I), then there is an instantaneous jump to the 
point (s -IIF sgn s, 1 -F ), after which the Brownian movement resumes. If 
the boundary is hit at (.u, --l), then the jump is to (.u --JP sgr‘ A-, -1 +F I. Let T,, be 
the rtth time at which the boundary is hit, and set A’,, -X(7,, :. We claim that (X,,} 
is a ItlarkoL, chain, that it has a unique stationary distribution, and that the stationary 
distribution of IX,,/ converges weakly to the boundary distribution H of Section 3 
as F 10. We shall make no attempt to justify any of these claims, hoping that the 
symmetry apparent in Figure 3 mak(:s them at least plausible. 
Ii~reafter assume that the initial state of (X. I’) is distributed randomly over the 
boundary of the strip according to the stationary distribution of {A’,,}. Then the 
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Y 
4 i’ _ 1_ 
X 
Fig. 3. Boundary behavior of the process cX, Y 1. 
transition mechanism for our stationary Markov chain (X,*} can be expressed as 
X rl+l=Xn-a~ sgnX,,+L+1, (6.1) 
where &I +1 is the incre_ment of Brownian movement (in the X direction) between 
consecutive hittings of the boundary. Defining 
&. (2 I= E[exp(izX,, )I, U-5.2) 
4% (2 ) = E[exp(ir& +. 11, (6.3 1 
we have from (6.1) that 
4jt- (z 1 = & (z )E{exp[iz (X,1 - UP sgn X,, )I), (6.4) 
because {X,,) is stationary and &, + 1 is independent of X,, (using the spatial 
homogeneity of Brownian motion). Ne.kt, using the f2ct that 
is a martingale for arbitrary c~~~plcx 2, clne can easily derive the formula 
q&(z)=cosh(z(l -~))/coshz. (6.5) 
Now defining 
4: (z 1 = E[exp(iz IX,,l)], 
cb + (2 ) = E[exp(iz IX,! j )JT 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
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symmetry and (6.2) give us 
c/Mz)=tK(z)+:&(z), 
E{exp[iz CX, ---a~ sgnX,)j}=~~~(z)e~““’ +&&(z)eiZoF. 
Substituting (6.5), (6.8) and (6.9) into (6.4) and simplifying, we obtain 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
&(z) coshz - exp(-ita&) cosh(z (1 -E)) ---------_ 
4: (z) cash z -exp(izie) cosh(z(1 --E )) ’ 
(6.10) 
Let #‘(z) and 4 -(z ) be defined in terms of H as in Section 5. If the stationary 
distribution of IX,, 1 converges weakly to H as E JO, as claimed earlier, then of 
course C#J ,’ t2 ) + 4 + (i ) and 4 F (z ) + t#~ -(z ) as F J 0. Assuming the weak convergence, 
we may then let F JO in (6.10) to obtain (5.4). 
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